From the President…
G’day Reiners
Well another show year is over and Christmas is almost upon us. I would like to wish all WARHA members
and friends a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
I would also like to thank the whole of the WARHA Committee that are currently serving and those that have
stepped off during the year for various reasons. Each and every one of these members has done a fantastic
job for WARHA during the year.
And what a year it’s been with the first ever WA State Show to which we were able to attract international
and interstate sponsorship. The show was a great accomplishment for such a small association and there
were a lot of members behind the scenes that helped make it a great weekend of reining in Perth.
I would also like to thank the many volunteers who helped at the State Show and at other times during the
year. But I have an extra special thank you to Julia and Bec - they always go that extra mile on anything they
get involved with for WARHA.
Another first this year was WARHA’s first ever life member, Kevin Harrison. He is always there ready to lend
a hand, whether it’s setting up the judge’s stand or dragging the arena when everybody else is heading home.
Kevin has put his heart and soul in to the development of reining in WA since 2007 and does a great job of
encouraging new Reiners to get involved.
After a dramatic split within the club a couple of years ago, our numbers
are back to where they were prior to the split and that’s fantastic.
In closing, the AGM is just around the corner so please if you’re interested
in helping grow this great sport, join the Committee - it is a great chance
to meet great people.
Remember fellow Reiners to have fun - the worst day riding a Reiner is still
better than the best day at work, and as a great man once said ‘Slide Long
and Turn Fast’.
Glenn Winsor
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2019 Club Accomplishments
Thought we would take a minute to look back and reflect on 2019 and the accomplishments that were made.
We tend to forget what we’ve achieved but we should all give ourselves a pat on the back for always doing
the best we can to promote our club.
State Show

One of the best things the club has ever done in terms of bringing WA Reiners together
Received plenty of sponsorship, including world class donations
Competitors travelled long distances to attend
Lots of hours invested by the Committee to ensure a successful event
Received positive and appreciative feedback
Fantastic prizes

New Equipment

Purchased speaker system for shows and clinics

Newsletter

Monthly - Keeps members up to date with upcoming events, the calendar, past event
articles and general tips, sometimes from professionals around Australia and
overseas.

New Connections

Have secured Narelle Camarri as an announcer (a fantastic one at that)
Jill Claybrook from Karinya continues to ask for our dates and is always wanting to fit
us in

Club Days

Approximately 10 a year
VP Kevin helps newcomers at club days (more and more newcomers are asking Kevin
for private lessons out of the club, as they are interested in reining)

Members

Currently have 44 members, which is more than what we had before July 2018
22 of these members are new to reining

Great clinicians

Ben Ryan – Mick Taylor – Graham Cooper
Possible clinicians for 2020 are Darren Simpson, John Wicks, Rob Lawson and Mick
Taylor.

Shows

Most recent show had an excellent turn out for the non-sanctioned classes including
lead line, youth and adult beginner, intro reining and adult two handed.

Venue

Built a stronger relationship with Karinya who are currently working with us so that
we can get all our 2020 dates in the comfort of their suitable grounds with large arena,
modern facilities, plenty of parking and lots of options to remain cost effective for club
days but with options to hire everything for our prestigious events.

Jackpot Shows

Introduced in 2019, giving another experience to WA Reiners. We have held two to
date and plan on more in 2020.

Profit & Loss

A small profit is important for our club and this year we have made a profit of
approximately $1,200.00. A profit ensures we are able to run events for our members

at no cost to them (club days) or to purchase items for the good of the membership
(arena drag, speaker system, buckles and prizes). It also creates a safety net in the
case where an event makes a loss.
2020 Plans

5 shows and 4 clinics planned
Including 2 clinics and 3 shows that will stand alone. This was suggested by members
for the benefit of horse welfare, rider enjoyment and value for money.
A two day show.

Last Club Day for 2019
16th November
Thank you to those 8 riders who braved the hot weather and came along to our last Club Day of 2020. We
made the club day earlier than usual due to the forecast, but being so blessed with a lovely big open air,
undercover arena, it made riding quite enjoyable.
Club Days are a great way to get your horse out and about, to get used to other horses riding around them,
to mingle with other members, ask questions and for this club day, to receive training tips off Glenn and
Kevin. Thank you Glenn and Kev for your time helping the members.

Happy Birthday
Julia Humphries – 4th December
Raelene Parker – 11th December

Collie Show
22nd and 23rd November
2019
Wow, what a huge show Collie held last month. Certainly made up for the
low numbers earlier in the year. Collie were very happy with the turn out
and accommodated us beautifully, as always, plenty of food to go around.
We are thrilled to be seeing more and more newcomers come and give
Reining a go, and to travel to Collie all the way from Perth shows the
dedication the new riders have. We look forward to seeing them at our
events next year.
____________

Christine Lane had the best
weekend of all with achieving a score of 70 on Victoreyous! Her other
half Chris was so happy for her and commented that the trip home will
be a good one. Christine also scored a personal best on her other horse
Sapphire Park Easy Roc with a 68 and one half.

Awards night
On the 30th November, we held our End Of Year Awards Night. A great way to celebrate all the effort each
and every one of us has put in to the Club, our horses and support for each other throughout the year.
And the winners are…

Lead line
Beginner Reiner 13 and under
Beginner Reiner 14 and older
Introductory Reiner
Introductory Reiner (Para)

Peyton Sprigg & Belle
Piper Psereckis & CD’s Warrior
Lorna Bright & Touched
Jessica Panizza & Heez All Special Roc
Bryony Sales & Saving Grace

All Non Sanctioned event winners were awarded a fly mask by Rebecca Western Designs.
Sanctioned event winners were awarded a custom made buckle from Showtime Awards in
the US and Reserve Champions won an embroidered bridle bag.
Green Rider L1

Champion Bec Lockyer & Gunnerpartyhardcalboy
Reserve
Rob Galliott & Chickadee Day
Pam Sharpe & Roc N Jerry Lee

Green Rider L1 (Para)

Champion Bryony Sales & Saving Grace

Green Rider L2

Champion Julia Humphries & KC Metallic Jetsetter

Novice Horse NP L1

Champion Julia Humphries & KC Metallic Jetsetter
Reserve
Chelsea Harrison & ME Pink Wimp
Justin Sprigg & Einstein’s Little Step

Novice Horse NP L2

Champion Glenn Winsor & Custom Hootchy
Reserve
Gary Woolaway & Pearl’s Lil Einstein

Non Pro

Champion Christine Lane & Victoreyous
Reserve
Liz Galliott & Chickadee Day

Limited Non Pro

Champion Chelsea Harrison – ME Pink Wimp
Reserve
Glenn Winsor & Custom Chic

Prime Time NP

Champion Liz Galliott & Chickadee Day
Reserve
Bec Lockyer & Gunnerpartyhardcalboy

Rookie Level 1

Champion Julia Humphries & KC Metallic Jetsetter
Reserve
Christine Lane & Victoreyous

Rookie Level 2

Champion Lyn Compton & Bourbon Boozen Buzz
Reserve
Kerry Winsor & Custom Hootchy

WARHA Life Member Kevin Harrison

Kevin Harrison was awarded Life Membership due to his ongoing service and commitment to the Club since
it commenced in January 2014. Kevin got in to Western events in 2004 attending clinics, lessons and shows
that were run by WAQHA, Kirup and Collie. Back then, there would only be around 3 or 4 people entering
the classes. It was a bit like the blind leading the blind trying to learn, as there was not all the You Tube
videos and DVD’s that are out there now. In 2005, things were progressing with more clinicians coming over
to WA and more formal Reining Shows being held in Kirup and Collie. In 2007 Kevin contacted Glenn Winsor,
who was then helping to run the Warren Backhouse clinics, as Kevin had booked to fly over and do a clinic,
but AI Influenza broke out and the clinics were cancelled. In 2008, Kev organised a couple of Reining clinics
at Foxwood Farm and also ran some Reining training days through Lopealong Western Group with Jackie
Seibel to try and introduce Reining to a greater audience. Around 2009, Kevin and a few others, who called
themselves ‘WA Reining’, ran competitions using the Appaloosa and WAQHA clubs to host them and record
points. Late 2013, Kev got a few keen WA Reining enthusiasts together and officially formed the Western
Australian Reining Horse Association and also organised affiliation with Reining Australia.
It was a great surprise for Kev, and his wife Narissa, commented that it was great that the time Kevin has put
in over the years is recognised.

Annual General Meeting
WARHA’s AGM will be held at Karinya Equestrian Centre on the 14 th December at 12.30pm. We encourage
those that wish to come along to bring a plate to share. An AGM is not usually a long meeting. Its main
purpose is to select the committee for the upcoming year and to decide on membership prices.
All committee members step down from their positions. If you wish to nominate yourself or someone else
for an executive or general committee position, you will need to fill in the nomination form that was emailed
out to the membership and email through to our independent third party Jude from jk legal by the 9th
December. Her email address is jude@jklegal.net.au.

If you are having trouble printing or finding a seconder at this stage, please email your intentions of who you
are nominating to Jude and just bring the forms along with you on the day. This will allows us to print up the
ballot paper ready for the AGM. If you are unable to attend, but would like your vote to count, please
consider filling in a proxy form, this allows someone else present at the meeting to vote on your behalf.
Ballot papers will be printed up with those that have been nominated and will be handed out so that voting
is kept private.

5 Weird Reining Stop Tips
Perfecting sliding stops takes practice, and it also takes creativity. You
have to find the mental and physical triggers that work for you and
your horse — even if they aren’t the “traditional” tools.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Please, prepare for departure
Tree tops and boot tops
Gun your motor boat
Don’t think stop, think slide
Bye-bye bridle

You hear it every time you board a plane: “Please, prepare for departure.” When’s the last time your horse
heard that prompt over the intercom before your rundown?
Go through a “pre-flight” mental checklist to see if your horse is truly in front of my leg, standing straight,
sitting on his haunches, and paying attention.
Tree tops and boot tops- If you look down, your horse runs downhill. If you look up your horse runs uphill. At
first, I thought it was enough simply not to stare at the dirt. That’s “up” enough, right? Wrong. You have to
look way up, as in “tree tops on the far horizon” up.
Don’t think stop, think slide -Thinking “stop” also causes riders to unconsciously shut down our forward
motion, close our hip joints, and brace. When we think “slide,” we sit back and down, open our hip joints,
and continue forward with our horses through the entire manoeuvre.
Gun your engine - When you ask your horse for more energy, visualize gunning the
engine on a motor boat. All the power comes from the engine in the rear of the boat, so
much so that the front end becomes more elevated the faster it goes. That’s how you
want your horse to feel approaching your sliding stop.
Bye bye Bridle - It may sound strange, but one of the best ideas I had was to practice my stops without a
bridle. It was amazing how quickly I found a solid stopping position once I didn’t have reins to mess with (or
rely on) during the rundown. The biggest benefit was the confidence boost I felt after practicing my sliding
stops bridleless.
Get creative about training your sliding stops. When the traditional methods, terminology, and visuals aren’t
working for you, think outside the box.
Information sourced from horserookie.com

For a bit of fun this month we have added some Christmas treat recipes to whip up for the horses!
Steamed Apple Pudding
Ingredients:
4 cups bran
2 apples, quartered
Water
Cinnamon
In a large pot, combine all ingredients with enough water to make a soupy mash. Simmer on low to
medium heat until the apples are mushy. Remove from the stove, cover and let cool. Serve warm sprinkle
lightly with cinnamon.

Fruity Chews
Ingredients:
1 ½ cups oats
2 tbsp, honey or molasses
1 cup water
½ apple finely chopped
1 carrot, finely chopped
1 ½ tbsp, flour
1 tbsp, brown sugar
5 crushed peppermints
Mix oats, water, and honey or molasses in a bowl.
Microwave for 2 minutes.
Add chopped apple and carrots, brown sugar, crushed peppermints and flour to the mix.
Microwave for 2 minutes again.
Put mixture in mini muffin pan and bake for about 15 minutes.

WA’s Reining Stallion
‘Einstein’s Little Step’ AKA Colton the star at
EQUESTRA 2019
Justin and Kathleen Sprigg kindly allowed Dan Steers from Double Dan
Horsemanship to use Colton for his demonstrations at Equestra held at the
State Equestrian Centre on Saturday the 7th December.
What a crowd pleaser he was. He attracted fans from all disciplines wanting
to come and give him a pat and look at him close up. Colton was used in the
outdoor arena in the afternoon where Dan demonstrated body control and
then again in the spectacular evening performance indoors under lights and
with music. Dan put him through his moves showing spins, lead changes and
fast/slow circles.

Member’s Spot Light
This month’s member’s spotlight is on Deborah Brownsdon and Coco.
Horse/s Info: Gunna Spin on Command – Coco - 8yrs - Gelding
Classes for you in 2020: Mmmmm….no idea. Whatever I am capable of
doing. I have no idea at this moment. Intro Reining, adult two handed and
maybe Green Rider Level 1.
Favourite Trainer/s: – I don’t have any big-time trainers in mind. Mine
would be those who have had most influence directly on me.
Kevin Harrison – Kevin apart from being the previous owner (and you too
Chelsea 😊) of Coco and knowing him inside out, has been a wonderful and
most positive influence on my riding and mindset. His wealth of knowledge
and the ability to teach even the most basic of students like me is amazing. I’m sure at times he has shaken
his head or had a giggle at me, but he has always been super encouraging. Unfortunately, I haven’t had as
many lessons as I would have liked this year, but I am looking forward to getting back at it next year.
Shelley Appleton – For helping build my self-belief and trust in Coco. Shelley has helped with my anxiety and
how that has also transferred to Coco. I have been working with Shelley over the last few months to get that
all under control and it has definitely paid off.
Best Lesson Learned: That is hard to answer as there are so many but I think the most recent one would be
to trust my horse. I don’t know if you would call this a lesson or a tip but I was always expecting him to trust
me even though I still had slight doubts/fears about him. Nothing directly to do with Coco but just my human
fears of being hurt. Once I let go of these thoughts and just believed and trusted Coco to look after me, things
have started to change for us. I believe Coco can feel the change and our partnership is getting stronger.
Best Tip: I have no training tips as I am still a complete beginner but the best tip I can give is to - Enjoy every
ride and don’t take it all too seriously. Appreciate what the horses lets us do with them.
Ultimate goal: to ride one handed.
How you got in to Reining: Gary Woolaway had been trying to convince me for a few years to have a go.
Then I went and watched Bry compete at a show one day to learn what it was all about. It was not until I
bought Coco that my interest was heightened but I was still not convinced. Between Gary and Bryony they
both persuaded me to do Leanne Bartlett’s clinic. That pushed me way out of my comfort zone as Gary
omitted to tell me that I couldn’t trot and would have to canter. I couldn’t even steer, let alone canter! Well,
I had a wonderful time and met the reining family and decided you were all a wonderful, non-judgemental
lot. 😊 The next positive move toward reining was I started having lessons with Kevin. The third and most
influential step in me actually deciding to have a go and compete was the loss of a very dear childhood friend
on the 31st Dec last year. I made a promise to him to have a go and try new things as he will never be able
to do that again. So, I dedicated my first show to him (and at the same time cursed him as my nerves were
through the roof hehehehe). Since then I have never looked back.
As I came to riding late in life, I find it a huge challenge but at the same time I love learning. I love the art of
reining and aspire to one day have such a wonderful partnership with Coco that we can make things look

easy (that may take my lifetime). The other side of why I like reining is the people at the club. Everyone has
been so welcoming and supportive and it makes an enjoyable day out.
Favourite Photo & Why: There would be two. The first one - I love this photo of Coco as we were just
hanging out in the paddock together and he was just being a horse. Such a beautiful soul.
The second photo – Jude took this at the last show and I have just cropped it a little. It actually looks like
Coco and I have some idea of what we are doing. Amazing what Jude can capture in a photo.

From Pam: Over the past year of
knowing Deb, I’ve seen her develop
such a strong bond with Coco,
always putting his welfare and
training first. Deb is such an
inspiration to me with how
dedicated she is to improving her
riding and horsemanship skills and
her willingness to try new things.
Deb is a driving force in my life,
helping me to stay focussed and
driven in improving my own riding.
She is an inspiration and the
improvement in Coco is proof of all
her hard work. I expect to see Deb
and Coco competing well during the
next show season.

2019/2020 Proposed Calendar of Events
14 December 19

Annual General Meeting, 12.30pm, Karinya Equestrian Centre

11 January 20

Social Beach Club Day, Naval Base Beach Kwinana

22 & 23 February 20

WARHA Two Day Show, Karinya Equestrian Centre, Judge Debra Versluis

25 April 20

WARHA Show, Karinya Equestrian Centre, Judge TBC

6 June 20

WARHA Show, Karinya Equestrian Centre, Judge – Juliana Sheridan

17 October 20

WARHA Show, Karinya Equestrian Centre, Judge – Juliana Sheridan

